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Welcome  to
Product Catalogue
Welcome to our catalogue of hardwood furniture designs! We are
excited to present our collection of beautifully crafted furniture
made from ethically sourced hardwoods. Our pieces are designed
with both style and durability in mind. 

Each piece in our collection is expertly crafted by skilled artisans,
using traditional and urban woodworking techniques. We take pride
in our work and treat each piece as if it were going in our home or
commercial space to ensure quality.

Our hardwood furniture designs are available in a variety of styles,
from classic and timeless to modern and contemporary. Whether
you're looking for a statement piece for your living room, dining
room or office, we have something to suit your needs.

We understand that choosing the right hardwood pieces can be a big
decision, which is why we offer a wide range of customization
options. From choosing the type of wood to the finish and hardware,
we work closely with our clients to create a piece that is tailored to
their individual tastes and preferences.

We hope that this catalogue is able to assist you with making your
design selections or provide you with inspiration on building some
custom pieces.
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"If you want quality this is the place you go the

craftsmanship that goes into Rob's projects far exceed my

expectations. Well worth the wait for these amazing walnut

desks we had him do for our shop thanks again guys"

 

- McKegeney Contracting



Wood Selection
Are you ready to transform your living space

into a haven of elegance and beauty? 

 
Look no further than the power of wood selection for your furniture. The right

wood can breathe life into your interiors, adding warmth, character, and timeless

appeal. Discover the art of choosing the perfect wood and unlock a world of

exceptional craftsmanship and design possibilities.



Wood Selection

Pure

Wood Species

Walnut

Walnut is a hardwood with a rich, dark brown color and a lustrous finish. It is known

for its distinct grain patterns, ranging from straight to wavy or curly. It adds a touch of

elegance and sophistication to any space, making it a popular choice for high-quality

furniture pieces.

Castle Brown Super White Morning Mist

Wood Species

Maple

Maple is a versatile and widely used hardwood known for its light color, smooth

texture, and durability. Maple Ambrosia is a unique and visually striking variety of

maple wood. Maple has a very straight grain pattern with often widely spaced out

growth rings compared to other wood species.

Wood Species

Ash

Ash offers exceptional quality, striking appearance, and durability for your furniture

creations. With its strength, workability, and sustainable sourcing, it is a reliable and

eco-conscious choice for furnishings. Ash has  a light tone on the sap wood and a

brown tone in the core. The grain on ash lumber is often straight and tight similarly to

Oak.

Pure

Pure

Ambrosia Maple Cherry Midnight Indigo

Intense Black

Note: All wood contains different grain patterns and some pieces may take finish differently than others.



Wood Selection

Other Species

Misc

There are other species of wood not native to Canada that are available. These species,

are sourced all over the world and a variety of different options. The exotic species we

have selected as options are known for their unique characteristics and aesthetic

appeal.

Zebrawood Purpleheart Teak

Pure 

Wood Species

Oak

Oak is a versatile hardwood known for its strength, durability, and natural beauty. It

has a light to medium brown color with a prominent grain pattern. Oak wood is

characterized by its dense and strong nature, making it highly resistant to wear and

tear. Without a finish, Oak is very porous which gives it the flexibility to take any

colour we want.

Castle Brown

Gris BelgeIntense Black Super White

Cherry Coral Black

Nordic White &
Black

Intense Black &
Super White

Nordic White



Crafting your vision, one

piece at a time. 

The Lincoln

Table top: Oval | Base: Lincoln | Wood Species: Walnut | Edge Profile: Knife Edge



Select the Design
Tables

 
The design of a table can vary, with choices ranging from

traditional and ornate styles to sleek and minimalist designs. Some
tables may feature intricate detailing, such as carved legs or

decorative accents, while others embrace clean lines and
simplicity. Dining tables often serve as a focal point in the dining

area or open-plan spaces, anchoring the room and setting the tone
for the overall decor. When customising a table, there are three

factors; the table top, edge profile, and the base.
 

The Blondin

Table top: Circle | Base: Trap (Podium) | Wood Species: Walnut | Edge Profile: Chamfer | Epoxy: Black



Rectangle Stadium Oval

Longview Circle

Discover our top-selling tabletop shapes... but if you have a different design in mind, we're

ready to take on the challenge. Your unique ideas inspire us!

Table Tops

Edge Profile

Customize the look of our furniture pieces with a variety of edge profiles to suit your style

preference. Whether you seek a modern, contemporary aesthetic or a more relaxed and casual

vibe, we have options to bring your vision to life.

Chamfer Round Over

The Cove Knife Edge

Square

Note: All pointed edges will be softened by hand sanding to avoid injury
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Table Top Sizing Guide

This guide is to be used as an aid to help you better understand amount of people that can fit at each size. 

Seating amount may be influenced by base & chair sizing.

Circle sizing

26"

4

36"

6

54"

8

60"

4-6

Rectangular/Longview/ Stadium Sizing

30"x 60"

6-8

36"x 72"

8-10

42"x 96"

10-12

54"x 120"

4-6

Oval sizing

6-8 8-10
10-12

30"x 60" 36"x 72" 42"x 96" 54"x 120"

2

Square sizing

30"

4

36"

4-6

48"

8

60"



"We are 'over the moon' with the final product which will be a centre

piece in our home and at family gatherings for years to come. The

Stone City team provided us with excellent communication, creativity,

integrity and were fun to deal with."

 

- The Taylor Family



The Longview Set

Table top: Longview | Base: Longview | Wood Species: Oak | Edge Profile: Knife Edge



Introducing our most popular table bases, carefully designed to provide stability, style, and

versatility for your table. These bases serve as the foundation for your dining, work, or accent

tables, ensuring both functionality and aesthetic appeal.

Table Bases

The Lincoln (Solid Wood)

The Bridge (Metal legs w/ Solid Wood Beam)  

The Halladay (Solid Wood)  

Side View End View

Side View End View

Side View End View



U-Shapes Legs (Metal)Hairpin legs (Metal)  
The Trap legs (Metal)  

The Tilt (Solid Wood)

Spider (Metal)  

The Niagra (Solid Wood)  

Reminder: Almost anything you can dream up can be made. If you have a unique idea that you want built, let's
start getting custom with it.

Side View End View

Side View
End View

Side View End View



Providing a seamless

design, for years to come. 

The Niagra

Table top: Rectangle | Base: Niagra | Wood Species: Oak | Edge Profile: Square



Décor

 
 

Solid wood decor exudes natural beauty, versatility, and timeless
appeal. It adds warmth, character, and a sense of connection to
nature to your space. With its durability and sustainability, solid

wood decor is a worthwhile investment that brings lasting beauty
and a touch of craftsmanship to your living spaces.

 

Select the Design

Barn Mantle

Wood Species: Pine | Edge Profile: Natural



Introducing our décor selection, each piece has been designed with purpose and style in mind. The job of décor

is to provide beauty to a space, this is why when we construct our décor we keep quality in mind.

Décor Selection

Floating Shelves

Mantle options  

Wall Art  

Modern (Hard/Square Edges)

Textured (Square edges & raised texturised grain)

Barn (Reclaimed timbers/Rustic)

Mantles are one of the most common focal points in a home. They provide warmth to a space and although the concept is

simple, there are many different style of mantles to choose from.  Styles we offer:

Corbel options available

Floating shelves provide a clean look  for a space. They can provide a showcase area for items, frames, plants, collectables

and more. Floating shelves are a  practical and stylish choice for adding storage and display space to your space while

maintaining an open and visually appealing environment. Minimum thickness is 2".

Custom sizing and Live Edge options available

Parametric Three piece live-edge

Wood can be absolutely stunning when you pick the right piece. There are two types of wall art that we like to make, they are

Parametric style and wall hung live-edge slabs. Parametric styling involves creating a synthetic 3D flow using various forms of

plywood, all cut into certain shapes that giving a visual illusion.

Lengths available:  24" / 36" /  48" / 60"

Width's available:  4" /6" /8" / 10"



Live Edge

 
 

Live Edge furniture showcases the raw and organic beauty of
wood by preserving the natural edge of the tree. Unlike traditional
furniture where the edges are trimmed and squared off, live edge

furniture retains the original shape and contours of the tree's
natural edge, including the bark, knots, and imperfections

 

Select the Design

The Alden

Table top: Live edge | Base: Spider | Wood Species: Maple | Edge Profile: Natural | Epoxy: Clear with a blue base layer



Live edge furniture showcases the captivating natural beauty of wood, emphasizing its raw, untouched edges. Live

edge pieces include the outer contour of the tree tree trunk or slab, allowing the unique characteristics which make it

a one-of-a-kind piece.

Live Edge Furniture

The Minimalist

River Tables

Cookies

The Minimalist table is essentially to keep the focal point on the wood 

and its character will using the epoxy to make the piece practical to use. 

In this style, epoxy is only being used to fill cracks, holes and knots rather 

than large sections from end to end.

 Reverse River tables are when the epoxy that surrounds

a live edge slab (often in the middle)

 River tables are when the wood that surrounds epoxy

that is used to simulate a river flow (often in the middle).

When using epoxy in large quantities, there are two common styles

of epoxy tables that are made, the river table and the reverse river

table. River tables is a description for a river of epoxy with pieces of

live edge lumber from end-to-end, providing the appearance of a

river.

Reverse River

River

A cookie slab is a form of live edge lumber that is uncommon in 

 big trees because it is a cross-section cut. Cookie slabs are often

simple slabs to work with and can bring a earthy/warm like

environment to a space. 

Cookie slabs bring great appeal to those who are intending to have

a natural and rustic appeal to them.

Epoxy Inclusions

By utilizing epoxy, we can preserve the character of lumber that would typically be discarded due to cracks, crotches, and

knots. These imperfections contribute to the tight curls and distinctive features that add to the wood's allure. Black

pigmented epoxy is often used due to the timeless appearance and its subtleties with wood. Other colours often create a more

bold statement because of how much it would contrast the wood. Epoxy is available in over 105 colours.



Transform your ideas into 

a stunning reality

 
 

Custom furniture holds immense importance in our lives, for it goes beyond mere

functionality and aesthetic appeal. It has the ability to transform our living spaces

into personalised sanctuaries that reflect our individuality, values, and aspirations.

 

Custom Creations

Live Edge Bar

Top: Live Edge | Wood Species: Walnut | Edge Profile: Natural



Creating your own custom piece may be

the path for you. By customizing your

own piece, leaves your own fingerprint

on the piece for generations to come.

Sometimes the easiest way to find what

you are looking for is by working with us

through our customizing process.

Create your own
heirloom



Define the Purpose and Scope
 

Start by clearly understanding the purpose and function of the

furniture piece you want to design. Consider its intended use,

target audience, and any specific requirements or constraints you

need to address. Consider new innovative pieces that could be

incorporated into your piece (ie. wireless chargers, lighting,

engraved symbols)



Design Process
Sit down with us and lets find out what
styles you are interested in an if there is
anything that sparks inspiration. We will
explore different shapes, sizes, and
materials to find the best design solution
for your space.



Finalize & Build
We work with you to make sure that the
product we are working with you on is
going to exceed your expectations for
quality, capability and design.

Then we begin to spend our hours to
bring your piece up to our standard of
quality.

Built for elegance, the piece will be ready
for it's new space.











Stone City Woodworks
112 William Henderson Drive

Bath, Ontario

Canada

K0H 1G0

613-583-5515

hello@stonecitywood.com


